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                 Module 0 1 Course Project – Topic Selection and Purpose Statement  Total Points Possible  100  Insufficient/Not Evident  Progressing  Competent  Exemplary  Earned Points  Provided overview  of the organization  (20 Max Point  Value)  (0-9pts.)   Content was not included or incomplete, and/or extremely inaccurate  (10 -13pts.)   Content shows a basic understanding of key ideas, yet includes some inaccuracies.  (14 -17pts.)   Content meets criteria with minimal errors, is accurate and shows a clear understanding through appropriate examples and explanations  (18 -20pts.)   Content meets or exceeds criteria, is  accurate and shows an extraordinary understanding through rich examples and explanations .   Writing is free from spelling and grammar errors. 
 Included an introduction paragraph with thesis, and conclusion paragraph. Used  proper writ ing  mechanics including proper grammar, sentence structure, transitions, and punctuation   (10 Max Point  Value)  (0-3pts.)  Paper is not submitted or more than 10 errors in English grammar and mechanics observed. No introduction paragraph, thesis, or conclusion  paragraph included. Proper writing mechanics were not used.  (4-6 pts.)  6-10 errors in English grammar and mechanics. 
 Missing 2 or more of the following: introduction  paragraph with thesis, and conclusion paragraph.  Proper writing mechanics somew hat used.  (7-8 pts.)  3-5 errors in English grammar and mechanics, and/or missing 1 or more of the following: introduction  paragraph with thesis, and conclusion paragraph. Proper  writing mechanics mostly used.  (9-10 pts.)  0-2 errors in English grammar and mechanics. Included an introduction  paragraph with thesis, and conclusion paragraph . Used proper  writing mechanics including proper grammar, sentence structure, transitions, and punctuation. Paper meets minimum 2 -page  length requirement.  Provide d an APA  formatted title page  (10 Max Point  Value)  (0-3 pts.)   Paper is not submitted.  (4-6 pts.)   Pape r is less than 1 page in  length, and/ or no APA title page provided.  (7-8 pts.)   Paper is between 1 -2 pages in  length and/or no APA title page provided.  (9-10 pts.)   Paper is at least 2 pages in length.  APA formatted title page provided. Transferable Skills  Diversity and Teamwork :  Discussed the  problem facing the organization that’s related to diversity  and why it’s a problem (20 Max  Point Value)  (0-9pts.)   Content was not included or incomplete, and/or extremely inaccurate  (10 -13pts.)   Content shows a basic understanding of key ideas, yet includes some inaccuracies.  (14 -17pts.)   Content meets criteria with minimal errors, is accurate and shows a clear understanding  through appropriate examples and explanations  (18 -20pts.)   Content meets or exceeds criteria, is accurate and shows an extraordinary understanding through rich examples and explanations .  Module 0 1 Course Project – Topic Selection and Purpose Statement  Ethics and Professional Responsibility:  Discussed the  impact of this issue on the well -being  of their employees.  (20 Max Point  Value)  (0-9pts.)   Content was not included or incomplete, and/or extremely inaccurate  (10 -13pts.)   Content shows a basic understanding of key ideas, yet includes some inaccuracies.  (14 -17pts.)   Content meets criteria with minimal errors, is accurate and shows a clear understanding through appropriate examples and explanations  (18 -20pts.)   Content meets or exceeds criteria, is accurate and shows an extraordinary understa nding  through rich examples and explanations .   Critical Thinking:  Discussed the  potential ramifications if the organization doesn’t correct this issue (20 Max  Point Value)  (0-9pts.)   Content was not included or incomplete, and/or extremely inaccurate  (10 -13pts.)   Content shows a basic understanding of key ideas, yet includes some inaccuracies.  (14 -17pts.)   Content meets criteria with minimal errors, is accurate and shows a clear understanding through appropriate examples and explanations  (18 -20pts.)   Content meets or exceeds criteria, is accurate and shows an extraordinary understanding through rich examples and explanations .  Total Points ______/______ 
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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